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ABSTRACT 
 

SELENE (SElenological and Engineering Explorer), is a mission in preparation for launch in 2007 
by JAXA (Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency), it carries 15 missions, two of which (RSAT and VRAD) 
are gravimetric experiments using radio waves.  The RSAT (Relay Satellite Transponder) mission will 
undertake 4-way Doppler measurements of the main orbiter through the Rstar sub-satellite.  This is in 
addition to 2-way Doppler and ranging measurements of the satellites and will realize the first direct 
observation of the gravity fields on the far side of the Moon.  The VRAD (Differential VLBI Radio 
Source) mission involves observing the trajectories of Rstar and Vstar using differential VLBI with both a 
Japanese network (VERA), and an international network.  We have already finished development of the 
onboard instruments and are carrying out proto-flight tests under various conditions.  We have also 
performed test VLBI observations of orbiters with the international network. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Although it is the nearest astronomical body to the Earth, there are many unsolved problems 

relating to the origin and the evolution of the Moon.  Numerous lunar explorations have been made with 
the aim of elucidating these problems, however, we still know little of the deep interior of the Moon.  
This is due to a number of factors, including that the whole surface of the Moon has yet to be observed in 
a homogeneous manner.  The gravity field of the Moon is no exception, with the field of the far side 
never having been directly observed.  The purpose of the SELENE project is to address the inadequacies 
in existing observations. 

The SELENE project is a Japanese lunar exploration mission using an H-2A rocket which will 
launch in 2007.  It includes the two gravimetric missions, RSAT and VRAD and 13 other scientific 
missions, an X-Ray Spectrometer (XRS), Gamma-Ray Spectrometer (GRS), Spectrum Profiler (SP), 
Multi-band Imager (MI), Terrain Camera (TC), Lunar Radar Sounder (LRS), Laser Altimeter (LALT), 
Lunar Magnetometer (LMAG), Upper-atmosphere and Plasma Imager （ UPI ） , Charged Particle 
Spectrometer（CPS）, Plasma energy Angle and Composition Experiment （PACE）, Radio science （RS） 
and High Definition Television (HDTV).  We will use new methods to obtain a highly accurate lunar 
gravity model.  We will investigate the properties of the lunar core and the elastic properties of the lunar 
crust by combining LALT and LLR (Lunar Laser Ranging) data with the new gravity data [1].  This 
paper describes the scientific objectives, mission instruments, mission plan and performance tests.  
 
2. SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVE AND PLANED OBSERVATIONS 
 

Analysis of the gravity field is an important method for investigating the inside of the Moon.  
This is not only important in itself, but also can put strong constraints upon lunar history.  For example, 
the combination of the low degree gravitational harmonics and the amplitudes of the lunar physical 
librations can be used to constrain the density of the lunar core through the moment of inertia.  We can 
also estimate the elasticity of the crust and the mantle by comparing the gravitational and topographic 
harmonics. 

To date the gravity field of the Moon has mainly been observed through 2-way Doppler tracking 



of spacecraft orbiting the Moon.  The gravity field of the far side of the Moon has not been directly 
observed and our models are based solely on extrapolation of the near side observations.  In addition, the 
gravity field in the rim region of the Moon is poorly constrained since Doppler measurements have lower 
sensitivity for the direction perpendicular to line-of-sight direction.  We will observe the far side gravity 
field directly by 4-way Doppler measurement consisting of a round-trip communication between the 
Earth and the main orbiter on the far side through a relay satellite.  This will be in addition to standard 
2-way Doppler and ranging measurements in SELENE.  Furthermore, we will observe the relative 
distance of the two sub satellites in the direction perpendicular to the line-of-sight using differential VLBI 
to improve the accuracy of the low degree gravitational harmonics, and to compensate the lack of 
sensitivity of Doppler measurements in the rim region.  

The accuracy of the gravity field will be significantly improved through the tracking of the 3 
SELENE satellites (main orbiter, Rstar and Vstar) which will orbit at different altitudes, by 4-way 
Doppler measurements, by three dimensional observations with combination of Doppler and VLBI 
measurements, and by long term observations (in excess of one year without any maneuvering).  
Simulations suggest that the new gravity model will have an accuracy more than an order of magnitude 
better than the present models [2]. 
 
3. INSTRUMENTS ONBOARD FOR THE GRAVIMETRIC MISSION 
 

The instruments that will be used for the 2-way Doppler and ranging measurements are the 
S/X-band cross dipole antennas, S-band transponders, S-band diplexers, S-band hybrids, telemetry and 
command units.  These instruments are onboard both the Rstar and Vstar satellites, the orbits of which 
are shown in Table 1.  There are two radio sources for VLBI onboard both Rstar and Vstar.  In addition 
to these an S/X-band transponder, S and X-band power amplifiers, S-band omni antennas, S-band 
switches and S-band bandpass filters on board Rstar and an S-band transponder and an S-band diplexer 
onboard the main orbiter are used for 4-way Doppler measurement. 

For the RSAT mission the communication instruments are RSAT-1 onboard Rstar, and RSAT-2 
onboard the main orbiter, these control 2-way ranging and ranging rate (RARR) and 4-way Doppler 
measurements between the Earth and the main orbiter.  Rstar receives and acquires an uplink signal of 
2,081MHz from the Earth tracking station, UDSC (Usuda Deep Space Center), returns an S-band 
downlink signal of 2,260MHz to UDSC, transmits another S-band coherent signal of 2,242MHz (forward 
signal) to the main orbiter, receives and acquires a return signal of 2,052MHz from the main orbiter 
(return signal), and transmits an X-band coherent signal of 8,456MHz mixed with the return signal and 
the downlink signal to UDSC. 

For the VRAD mission there are two radio sources VRAD-1 and VRAD-2 on board each of Rstar 
and Vstar which will continuously emit four carrier waves with different frequencies in S and X bands for 
differential VLBI as shown in Table 2.  No special X-band carrier wave is produced in Rstar for the 
VLBI observations, but the down link signal for Doppler measurements is shared with white noise with 
120kHz band width being transmitted when Doppler measurements are not in progress.  The angular 
distance between the two satellites as observed from Earth will range from 0 to at most 1 degree. 

The fringe phases of the X2 wave at a frequency of 8456 MHz are the final products that will be 
used to determine the angular distances between Rstar and Vstar.  We will use group delays obtained 
from the three carrier waves in S-band to resolve the cycle ambiguity of X2.  The conditions which 
enable this multi-frequency VLBI method to resolve the cycle ambiguity have been obtained by Kono et 
al. [3].  A cycle ambiguity of X wave will be solved from group delay obtained from S waves.  The 
cycle ambiguity of S wave will be solved from the group delay obtained from the other two S waves.  
However the group delay from the two S waves will not be obtained if we do not solve the cycle 
ambiguity of one of the S waves which has the lowest frequency.  The cycle ambiguity of S8 can be 
resolved when a group delay with an error smaller than 170 ns, which corresponds to 9.5km on the lunar 
surface, is obtained.  The required accuracy for the group delay can be easily obtained either through 
conventional VLBI between quasars and Rstar/Vstar, or delay rate measurements of Rstar/Vstar. 



 
Table 1. Initial Orbits of Two Sub-Satellites, Rstar and Vstar 

 Perilune Apolune Inclination Period 
Main orbiter 100km 100km 90deg 120min. 
Rstar 100km 2,400km 90deg 240min. 
Vstar 100km 800km 90deg 153min. 

 
 

Table 2. Specification of Transmitted Waves from Sub-Satellites 
Wave Name in SELENE S7 S8 S9 X2 
Frequency Band S S S X 
Center Frequency(MHz) 2212 2218 2287.3125 8456.125 
Band Width CW CW CW 120kHz (Rstar)/CW (Vstar) 
EIRP(mW) 18 18 18 389 (Rstar)/30 (Vstar) 

 
 
4. GROUND SYSTEM FOR THE GRAVIMETRIC MISSIONS 
 

The ground systems for the gravimetric missions are UDSC for tracking operations and the RSAT 
mission, and VLBI stations for the VRAD mission.  The domestic VLBI network, VERA, will take part 
in the VRAD mission for the whole mission period of one year.  In addition we will conduct two periods 
of intensive observations, each one month in duration, which will also include the foreign stations, 
Shanghai, Urumqi, Hobart, and Wettzell.   

Carrier waves in S and X bands received by the VLBI antennas are converted to video signals by a 
video converter in K-4/Mark-IV system and recorded by a narrow band recorder developed especially for 
the VRAD experiment.  The narrow band recorder, S-RTP Station, consists of 4 channels for the video 
signals and one for a reference clock signal.  The recorder samples and digitizes the video signals at 200 
kHz with 6 bit resolution.  Eight narrow band recorders have been prepared for VRAD mission and are 
being distributed to domestic VERA network stations and the foreign antennas participating in the VRAD 
mission.  We have developed software to control the local frequency and attenuation factor of the video 
converters by 10kHz and 1dB steps, respectively, in order to adjust the frequency and the level of the 
video signals which vary according to the position and the velocity of Rstar and Vstar. 

Quasars will also be observed at regular intervals during the observations of Rstar and Vstar, so 
that we may determine the absolute position of Rstar and Vstar, and calibrate clock offsets and 
instrumental delay at the ground stations.  The VERA wide bandwidth digital recording system will be 
used for observations of quasars.  
 
5. PERFORMANCE TEST 
 

We have completed the design and manufacturing of the flight model for RSAT/VRAD mission 
and have begun performance tests combined with the sub-satellites Rstar and Vstar.  S-band omni 
antennas newly developed for RSAT mission have undergone performance tests at low temperatures and 
phase pattern tests.  The total system for 4-way Doppler measurements and 2-way RARR including 
onboard instruments and ground systems were evaluated in March of 2003 at UDSC and the expected 
accuracy was achieved.  Rstar and Vstar sub-satellite system have undergone mechanical and thermal 
tests.  The release and rotation mechanism for Rstar and Vstar which is also newly developed exhibited 
good performance onboard µ-Lab Sat which was launched in 2002 as an actual proof test [4].  
 
6. VLBI TEST OBSERVATIONS  
 

Test observations of artificial satellites and quasars by VLBI stations are necessary to check 
operations and to estimate the observation accuracy using actual data.  We performed test observations 
of the Earth orbiters Geotail and Double Star and the Moon orbiter Smart-1 with the Shanghai, Urumqi 
and VERA stations in November, 2004, and with the Hobart and VERA stations in January, 2005.  We 



verified that the narrow band recorder is compatible with the backend systems of all the VLBI stations 
and that the SELENE format schedule files operate correctly for each of the antenna control systems.  
Our experience suggests that there are no serious problems in operating VLBI systems in the foreign 
stations.  We plan to observe candidates for reference quasars within a 5 degrees of the Moon using 
VERA stations in September, 2005. 

The cross-correlation procedure for determining the phase differences between the carrier waves 
received at the VLBI stations has also been developed and is being evaluated by comparing the results 
obtained using different software with identical data.  We have participated in several VLBI observations 
to determine the orbital parameters of the Nozomi and Hayabusa satellites and have succeeded in 
obtaining residual fringe phases every 1.3s for 100 minutes with variations of +/- 150 degrees which are 
produced by fluctuations of the atmosphere [5].  The VRAD mission requires that the phase error should 
be less than 10 degrees and this can be attained provided the effect of the atmosphere can be removed.  
For this purpose, we are using the results of the test VLBI observations and numerical simulations to 
evaluating a multi-frequency VLBI method, which determines angular distance between Rstar and Vstar 
using several carrier waves of different frequencies. 
 
7. CONCLUSION  
 

Preparation of the SELENE gravimetric missions are advancing smoothly towards the launch in 
2007.  The current situation is that: 
1) Development of instruments onboard have been completed and the performance of them have been 

confirmed by ground tests, 
2) Software for scheduling and telemetry monitoring is under development, 
3) Schedule for domestic and international VLBI network is being refined,  
4) Software for operation and correlation of VLBI measurements has been developed and is being tested, 
5) Specification of the data base system is finalized and the system is under test, 
6) A narrow band receiving and recording system for SELENE VLBI data has been developed and is 

under test. 
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